This work demonstrated the ability to transfer a nanoscale 3-D polynomial structure of arbitrary shape into Si with a single step electron-beam lithography process. The technique involved employing a proximity correction algorithm, PYRAMID, to derive the dose distribution for a given 3-D structure by accounting for the electron scattering effects of the surrounding pixels. The pattern was written into a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) resist and then successively transferred into Si via reactive ion etching, where a 1:1 etching ratio between PMMA and Si was achieved. The pattern transferred into Si possessed nanoscale features and matched the desired pattern with high fidelity. C 2011 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE).
Introduction
There are numerous electronic devices that utilize 3-D structures of various shapes, such as arrays of particles, gratings, photonic band gap crystal, magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM), and nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS). The properties of these structures show high sensitivity to their dimensional characteristics such as shape, size, etc., which often results in enhanced functionality. As the feature size in these 3-D structures is decreased toward the nanoscale, it becomes more and more challenging to achieve high dimensional accuracy and reliability in their fabrication. Thus, there is a growing need for improving how accurately and reliably these 3-D structures are fabricated.
Various approaches have been proposed and employed in an attempt to fabricate 3-D structures possessing nanoscale features. They include plasma etching, 1 electrodeposition with a special patterning and biasing of the seed layer, 2 direct and laser-assisted chemical etching, 3 ultrasonic machining, 4 electro-discharge machining, 5 layer-by-layer laser-induced polymerization, 6 nanoimprint lithography, 7, 8 hole-area modulation, 9 local nanolithography by atomic force microscopy (AFM), 10 parallel nano-oxidation, 11 etc. 1932-5150/2011/$25.00 C 2011 SPIE However, critical drawbacks to many of these methods include that they are designed for only a few specific shapes, are limited in speed for industrial fabrication, or require unconventional equipment or tools. Electron-beam (e-beam) lithography is a prime candidate for fabricating grayscale structures of nanoscale since it can achieve high spatial resolution and has the flexibility to handle various general shapes. 12, 13 One possible approach is to employ binary ebeam lithography, which involves multiple lithographic processes, one for each discrete depth. This approach requires a long processing time, is susceptible to alignment error, and would require an impractically large number of lithographic processes to obtain grayscale structures with smooth surfaces. Grayscale (e-beam and optical) lithography avoids such drawbacks, requiring a single step of lithographic process. However, the 3-D structures fabricated in the past were of regular shape. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Also, the feature size was relatively large, well above 1 μm. In this work, grayscale e-beam lithography is employed in order to fabricate 3-D structures with a smooth surface of arbitrary shape and the feature size below 1 μm by a single lithographic process. It takes advantage of blurring due to the proximity effect, caused by electron scattering in the resist, to achieve the smooth contour. The results in this paper not only demonstrate such ability but also have a potential to trigger development of devices with nontraditional 3-D structures.
Experimental Details 2.1 Polynomial Structure
The PYRAMID 17, 18, 20, 21 software was used to compute the exposure distribution for the polynomial structure. One of the main functionalities of the PYRAMID software includes derivation of the dose distribution given an exposure distribution or vice versa. PYRAMID adopts a space-invariant linear system model of the lithographic process and estimates exposure by the convolution between a dose distribution and a point spread function (PSF). The PSF depicts the energy (exposure) distribution in the resist when a point is exposed. A distinct feature of the PYRAMID approach, compared to others, is that it distinguishes the short-range electron scattering from the long-range during convolution. This enables PYRAMID to find the exposure distribution in a pattern quickly and accurately.
The target polynomial pattern is shown in Fig. 1 , which may be represented by f(x,y) = p(x) where p(x) is a fourth order polynomial. It was designed to possess smooth surfaces of arbitrary shape rather than discrete levels and sharp transitions. The shape has a maximum depth of approximately 60 nm with two separate smooth, nanoscale furrow features. The pattern width was chosen to be 2.5 μm to avoid any mass transfer issues in the Si etching processes. Since there are two valleys and one peak in the polynomial structure (see Fig. 1 ), the feature size can be considered to be 2.5/3 ≈ 0.83 μm. The domain (x,y) of the pattern was partitioned in the x dimension into 25 thin rectangles of 100 nm × 10 μm each where a dose is assigned to each rectangle.
The target exposure distribution was derived by sampling p(x) at the interval of 100 nm, i.e., it is linearly proportional to p(x). Then, the PYRAMID software was used to compute the dose distribution, shown in Fig. 2(a estimated by the PYRAMID software is shown in Fig. 2(b) . Though the (estimated) exposure distribution shows discrete levels, the resulting resist profile would be smooth due to the proximity effect and isotropic nature of the developing process.
Fabrication and Characterization
Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) 950K resist was chosen to imprint the desired pattern in a (100) Si wafer. The process began first with cleaning the wafer with acetone (30 s), followed by alcohol (30 s), rinsing with de-ionized water (1 min), and then dehydration at 120 • C for 90 min. The polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) resist was then spun on using a speed of 6000 rpm for 45 s to achieve a thickness of approximately 100 nm. The wafer was then baked at 180 • C for 5 min to evaporate the solvent. The thickness of the PMMA resist after the spin-coating was confirmed with a calibrated ellipsometer. The e-beam lithography was performed at 30 kV on a JEOL 7000 F field-emission electron microscope with an integrated Nabity NPGS-60 nanometer pattern generation system. The dose distribution in Fig. 2(b) was imported into the NPGS and written into the PMMA resist. After exposure, the samples were developed at room temperature in an ultrasonic bath using an MIBK:IPA = 1:3 developer for 115 s. This was followed by rinsing with methanol and then blow drying with pure N 2 gas. The structures generated in the resist were characterized by AFM with cantilevers possessing a vertical resolution of 10 nm. Reactive ion etching (RIE) 22 was employed to transfer the pattern from PMMA resist to the Si wafer. The plasma etching was performed under 600 W of power in an SF 6 /O 2 gas mixture with a flow ratio 10:1. Following etching, the samples were immediately cleaned with acetone and methanol to remove any residual material. The polynomial structures in the Si were then characterized by AFM.
Results and Discussion
After exposing and developing the PMMA resist, the geometry of the pattern was characterized by AFM. Figure 3(a) is the scan of the pattern and Fig. 3(b) is a vertical crosssection taken at the dashed line. The measured height and width of the entire polynomial structure pattern were 63.2 nm and 2.56 μm, respectively. The surface of the polynomial structure and surrounding PMMA was not ideally smooth, possessing a degree of surface roughness, root mean square of 2.52 nm. This roughness is likely a result of nonideal nanotransport of solvent and solute into the polymer, which can result in less-defined and swollen features. Others researchers have characterized this phenomenon and demonstrated that it can be minimized by employing a higher molecular weight PMMA and ultrasonic-aided development of PMMA. 23 This work leveraged these techniques and obtained a rather low surface roughness, which was approximately 20 to 30 times less than the desired pattern features. As will be shown in the following results, this roughness appeared to have only a negligible influence on transferring the pattern into Si. After transferring the polynomial pattern into Si via RIE, AFM characterization was performed (see Fig. 4 ). The cross-sectional slice of the pattern indicates that the shape was successfully transferred into the Si substrate. The pattern depth and width of the polynomial structure were measured to be 58.2 nm and 2.71 μm, respectively, and matches the dimensions of the desired pattern well. The pattern profile is smoother and more uniform than that of the resist, likely due to the isotropic characteristics of fluorine-based Si etching. 24 Thus, the roughness resulting from the developing process had little to no effect on the etched pattern. Finally, the chosen etching parameters resulted in an approximate 1:1 etching rate between the PMMA resist and Si substrate. This is highly desired as maintaining the resist profile as close to the desired 3-D structure as possible and enables simplification of the pattern generation and transfer by RIE etching. To our knowledge, no other published works have demonstrated the ability to fabricate nanoscale 3-D structures of arbitrary shape using grayscale electron-beam lithography in a single step.
Summary
Using grayscale electron-beam lithography along with dose computation and exposure simulation by the PYRAMID software, a 3-D polynomial nanostructure of arbitrary shape was imprinted in PMMA on Si by a single lithographic step. This shape was successfully transferred into a Si substrate using RIE while achieving a 1:1 etching ratio between PMMA and Si. These results demonstrate the ability to fabricate a 3-D polynomial nanostructure into a substrate with good fidelity by a single-step lithographic process.
